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Abstract—In this paper, we present a nonlinear adaptive 
controller for a two-vehicle automated overtaking maneuver. 
We consider the problem of an autonomous three-phase 
overtaking without the use of any roadway marking scheme 
or inter-vehicle communication. The developed feedback 
controller requires information for the current relative inter-
vehicle position and orientation available from onboard 
sensors only. We apply standard robotic nomenclature for 
translational and rotational displacements and velocities and   
propose a general kinematic model of the vehicles during the 
overtaking maneuver including for the relative inter-vehicle 
kinematics. The overtaking maneuver is investigated as a 
tracking problem with respect to desired polynomial virtual 
trajectories for every phase, which are generated in real time. 
An update control law for the automated overtaking vehicle is 
designed that allows tracking the desired trajectories in the 
presence of unknown velocity of the overtaken vehicle. 
Simulation results illustrate the performance of the proposed 
controller. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
N recent years, there have been significant interest and 
research activity in the area of cooperative control of 
multiple automated vehicles. The ultimate goal in 
automating the driving process is to reduce accidents 
caused by human error and improve safety. In the same 
time, the full automation can greatly increase the roadway 
capacity and diminish air pollution by efficient use of fuel. 
The movement of the automated vehicles is realized 
through different maneuvers like lane following, lane 
change, merging, splitting, platooning, and overtaking. 
Fully automated vehicle operation has been investigated, 
prototyped and demonstrated in several projects during the 
last decades for different kinds of maneuvers. One of the 
earliest experiments was conducted in the framework of 
the French project ARAMIS [1] with automatic 
platooning, insertions and exits. During the 1990s, vehicle 
platooning was investigated in several programs in Europe, 
US and Japan. Within the PRAXITELE project [2], in 
1994, INRIA demonstrated a vision-based control 
coupling of car-sharing electric vehicles with fully 
automatic driving capability so that they could 
automatically link up in a platoon and be redistributed 
across parking areas. In 1997, California’s PATH 
(Partners for Advanced Transit Highways) team conducted 
a demonstration of close-headway platooning under fully 
automated control [3]. At DEMO’97, the eight PATH 
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vehicle platoon demonstrated functions including lane 
keeping, lane change, platoon split and merge maneuvers. 
The system used inter-vehicle communications providing 
vehicle speed and acceleration combined with radar 
information to achieve tightly coordinate maneuvering. 
The roadway was instrumented with magnetic markers 
placed along the centerlane, which enabled the vehicle to 
measure its lateral position relative to the lane center. 
More recently, the IMTS (Intelligent Multimode Transit 
System) developed by Toyota and implemented as a 
parking shuttle at the 2005 World Exposition in Aichi, 
Japan, provided a new public transport system of 
automated buses running in platoons on dedicated lines 
using magnetic markers and high-frequency radars. [4]. In 
Europe, a series of EU-funded projects: Cybercars and 
CyberCars 2 [5], STARDUST  [6], CyberMove [7], 
CityMobil [8], HAVEit [9] were addressed the issue of 
automated   driving like adaptive cruise control, lane 
keeping, lane change,  stop&go and  platooning. The main 
objective of these projects was to accelerate the 
development and implementation of cybernetic 
transportation systems for people and goods in urban 
environments. 
    The automated vehicle overtaking is one of the most 
complex maneuvers for road automation. In contrast to 
lane keeping and lane change maneuvers, the overtaking is 
a composition of three consecutive maneuvers: lane 
change followed by traveling a specified path parallel to 
the overtaken vehicle in an adjacent line (lane keeping), 
and again a lane change, which have to be planned and 
coordinated. Lane keeping is a fundamental design 
challenge and a long-term field of extensive research and 
development of automated vehicles. The lane keeping 
system deals with the automatically controlling the steering 
to keep the automated vehicle to travel along a prescribed 
path. Often the automatic control of the longitudinal and 
lateral motion of the vehicle is separately undertaken, and 
each controller is designed as if the longitudinal and 
steering vehicle dynamics is decoupled [10]. Different 
lateral controllers have been proposed based on either 
linearized vehicle models as the “bicycle model” [11], or 
nonlinear vehicle models [11] in terms of longitudinal 
vehicle velocity and wheel sideslip angles. For low speed 
motion (for speeds less than 5m/s, [13]), which is often the 
case of automated vehicles, a reasonable assumption is that 
the slip angles of the wheels are zero. In this case, the 
velocity vectors of the wheels are in the direction of the 
orientation of the wheels and classical methods from 
analytic mechanics can be used to develop mathematical 
models of the vehicle as a nonholonomic system [14, 15]. 
A linear time-invariant lane keeping controller, based on 
the bicycle model was presented in [16], where the vehicle 
tracks a desired path with constant velocity. Since the 
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vehicle model depends on the vehicle speed, it was pointed 
out, that with increasing the longitudinal vehicle velocity, 
the poles of the closed-loop system move towards the 
imaginary axis, which reduces the stability of the system. 
An adaptive lane keeping controller was proposed in [17] 
to overcome this problem. In order to deal with the vehicle 
dynamics uncertainty and parameter variation, robust (H∞ 
[18], sliding mode [19]) and adaptive [20] lane keeping 
controllers were proposed. The coupling between the 
longitudinal and lateral dynamics can become appreciable, 
for example, during sever road conditions or inclement 
weather. A combined longitudinal and lateral controller 
which achieves asymptotically stable ideal trajectory 
without measurement of the lateral vehicle velocity and 
accurate knowledge of the vehicle parameters was reported 
in [21]. Lane keeping systems are also under development 
by several automotive manufacturers [22]. The objective 
of the lane change maneuver is to transfer a vehicle which 
is under lane following control to lane following in an 
adjacent lane [23]. During the lane change maneuver, the 
vehicle should have predefine (desired) trajectory to track 
which needs to comply with several feasibility 
requirements as maximum lateral acceleration and 
maximum steering angle, arising from the characteristics of 
the vehicle [24]. The existing desired trajectories can be 
categorized based on the types of curves that generate: 
circular [25], harmonic [26], spline [27], polynomial [28 
,29, 30] line segments, which, in general, should be  
functions of time. Nonlinear control techniques as sliding 
mode [31,  32] and robust switching control [33] have 
been used for designing   lane change controllers.   
    Compared to lane keeping and lane changing, 
overtaking is even more challenging problem, because it is 
a composition of consecutive maneuvers, which have to be 
coordinated. During the overtaking maneuver, the 
overtaking vehicle is transferred temporally from one lane 
in an adjacent lane (lane change), followed by lane 
tracking and again - returning in the same lane. In the 
automated vehicle overtaking, the control objective can be 
realized using infrastructure-supported approach or in 
autonomous fashion. The infrastructure-supported 
approach is based on trajectories, which can be physically 
or virtually marked, in combination with inter-vehicle 
communication. In this case, the system is not completely 
interconnected, since during the second phase (lane 
keeping) of the overtaking maneuver, each vehicle 
independently follows proper reference lane. In the 
autonomous overtaking approach, only on-board sensors 
are used to determine the relative position and orientation 
between vehicles without any roadway marking scheme or 
inter-vehicle communication. The steering commands for 
the controlled vehicle are set according to the relative 
position and orientation with respect to the overtaken car 
and, in that way, the overtaking vehicle accomplishes the 
maneuver with respect to the overtaken vehicle instead of 
the road [34]. An autonomous overtaking control system 
may constitute a backup system for the infrastructure-
based control system when the letter is malfunctioning or 
due to the failure the inter-vehicle communication. While 
considerable research work has been reported on lane 
keeping and lane change maneuver, the problem of 
automated overtaking has attracted less attention. In [35], 
an optimal trajectory for an overtaking maneuver was 
designed by formulating a nonlinear constrained 
optimization problem.  The solution of the optimization 
problem determines the optimal time and distance for the 
lane change maneuver using 5-th degree polynomial 
functions. An on-line time-optimal trajectory planning 
algorithm for the guidance of a pursuer vehicle overtaking 
a slower vehicle which is based on Rendezvous-Guidance 
principle was proposed in [36]. Two-layer controller 
architecture for overtaking maneuver is presented in [37]. 
The lower level consists of two fuzzy steering controllers 
for path tracking and lane change, and the high-level is to 
evaluate the necessity and possibility of overtaking, and to 
switch between the low-level controllers. The route 
tracking system is based on the information supplied by 
the GPS, which digitally maps the driving zone for 
circulation and the vehicles know theirs positions on the 
road using wireless communication, (in the framework of 
Autopia program). 
 An overtaking   control method based on the estimation of 
the conflict probability as safe indicator was proposed in 
[38]. The proposed method uses model predictive control 
and integrates decision making and control of the 
overtaking maneuver into a tracking control problem.  An 
on-road demonstration of cooperative driving solutions 
and, in particular, overtaking maneuver by autonomous 
road vehicles designed for the cities is reported in [39]. 
This paper presents a nonlinear adaptive controller for a 
two-vehicle automated overtaking maneuver. We consider 
the problem of autonomous overtaking without the use of 
road infrastructure with only the current inter-vehicle 
position and orientation available for feedback control.  
Our approach consists in consecutive tracking of reference 
virtual points, which are positioned at desired a priory 
known distances from the overtaken vehicle with a virtual 
reference point attached to the overtaking vehicle. The 
reference trajectories for the desired motion of the 
overtaking vehicle during the overtaking maneuver are 
generated using polynomial functions. The overtaking 
maneuver is considered as a tracking problem. An adaptive 
nonlinear controller for the overtaking vehicle is designed 
that allows tracking desired trajectories in the presence of 
unknown velocity of the overtaken vehicle.   
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 
II, the mathematical description of a three-phase 
overtaking maneuver suitable for feedback control is 
derived. The Problem formulation is given in Section III.  
In Section IV, a nonlinear adaptive control law is 
designed. Section V contains simulation results. 
Conclusions are presented in Section VI.  
II. MATHEMATIC MODEL  
A. Three-Phase Overtaking Maneuver  
In this paper, the overtaking involving two vehicles is 














Fig. 1.  A three-phase overtaking maneuver involving two vehicles  
 
During the overtaking maneuver, we assume that the 
following conditions are met: 
--The overtaken vehicle is moving along a rectilinear 
route with a constant velocity. 
 --The linear velocity of the overtaken vehicle is 
unknown.  
 --The available information for feedback control is 
the relative inter-vehicle position and orientation. 
 A brief description of the three-phase overtaking 
scenario considered in this paper is provided below. 
Assume that the automated vehicle has to pass the 
preceding car, which is at distance d ahead. The first phase 
consists of “lane-change”-type maneuver. Starting with 
some initial conditions, the overtaking vehicle diverts from 
the lane and tracks a given reference trajectory for a given 
time period and has to   reach a preselected position 
behind the overtaken vehicle, (Fig. 1). At the end of the 
first time period, the guidance program switches 
automatically from Phase 1 to Phase 2. The second phase 
consists of driving straight on along the overtaken vehicle 
at a prescribed lateral distance. The vehicle tracks again a 
given reference trajectory for a given time period until the 
overtaken vehicle has been passed and the overtaking 
vehicle reaches a pre-selected position on the left side of 
the overtaken vehicle, (Fig. 1). During the third phase, 
given a reference trajectory for the third phase, the 
overtaking vehicle returns to the lane and has to reach a 
pre-selected position in front of the overtaken vehicle. The 
desired position and linear velocity of the overtaking 
vehicle with respect to the overtaken vehicle at the end of 
every phase, as well the phase duration, are determined to 
satisfy the operational requirements imposed on such a 
maneuver. A reference trajectory for the overtaking 
vehicle is generated in real time for every phase. A specific 
feature of the proposed trajectory planning procedure is 
that at the beginning of each phase, the desired initial 
position and velocity of the overtaking vehicle coincides 
with its current position and velocity. In such way, there is 
no restriction for the initial position, orientation, linear and 
angular velocities of the overtaking vehicle in the 
beginning of every phase of the overtaking maneuver. 
Furthermore, smooth transition between the adjacent 
phases is assured. However, from a practical point of view, 
a minimal inter-vehicle distance d is introduced for the 
beginning of the maneuver, in order to meet some 
geometrical and dynamical limitations of the vehicles, (for 
example, limitations for the front-wheel steering angle). 
 
B. Vehicle Kinematics  
1) Coordinate System Assignments  
    In this section, we apply standard robotic nomenclature 
for translational and rotational displacements and 
velocities, and methodology [40] to model the kinematics 
of the vehicle during the overtaking maneuver. Fig. 2 
depicts the schematic of the vehicles considered in this 
paper. From now on, the index i=1 and i=2 correspond to 
the overtaken vehicle, overtaking vehicle, respectively. The 
vehicles have four non-deformable wheels. The wheels are 
assumed to roll on a horizontal plane without slipping. The 
longitudinal base PiSi of the vehicle is denoted by li , 
(i=1,2). To simplify the derivation of the vehicle control 
algorithms, we use a planar bicycle 2DOFs vehicle model 
where two virtual wheels are located at the midpoints of the 
front and rear wheel axles, (Fig. 2). Although these two 
wheels do not exist, it is assumed that they comply with the 
wheel rolling without slipping conditions. In order to 
describe the position and orientation of the vehicles in the 
plane during the overtaking maneuver, we assign the 
following coordinate frames (Fig. 2). 
- Fxy – inertial coordinate frame in the plane of 
motion; 
- PixPiyPi, (i = 1,2) –  vehicle coordinate frame 
located at the center of the rear vehicle axis,where 
xi is along the longitudinal base of the vehicle. The 
coordinates of a reference point Pi placed at the 
center of the rear vehicle axle, with respect to Fxy, 
are denoted by (xPi,yPi). 
- RjxRjyRj, (j = 1,2,3) –  virtual reference frames 
rigidly attached to the overtaken vehicle and 
located at prescribed places, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The coordinates of   the origins Rj with respect to 
P1xP1yP1 are (Ltj, Lnj), (j = 1,2) and the 
corresponding axes are parallel to  those of P1xP1yP1 
. 
- LxLyL – coordinate frame rigidly linked to the 
overtaking vehicle and located at the mid-point of 
the front bumper of the vehicle at a distance L2 from 
point P2, where the xL axis is in direction of the 
longitudinal vehicle axle.  
- SixSiySi, (i = 1,2) – wheel coordinate system with 
origin placed at the coordinate center of the virtual 
front steering wheel; the xsi axis is in the direction 
of the wheel orientation.  
 
 



































                            Fig. 2.  Coordinate frame assignment   
     The angle i, (i = 1,2), is the orientation angle of the 
vehicle with respect to the frame Fxy. The front wheel 
steering angle i, (i = 1,2), is measured with respect to the 
vehicle body. 
    Since the vehicle is assumed to move on a planar surface, 
in what follows, we use 3x3 rather than 4x4 homogeneous 
transformation matrices 
A
TB to transform the coordinates of 
a point G from coordinate system B denoted by 
B
pG to its 
corresponding coordinates 
A
pG in the coordinate frame A.  
   Using the above notations, the assignment of the 
coordinate frames results in the following transformation 
matrices between the coordinate systems 
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(2) 
 
     The transformation matrices (1) and (2) are applied to 
determine the position kinematics of the vehicle.  
     Using (1) and (2), the position of point Si in the inertial 






































































































    
(3) 
 
   Using (2), the homogeneous coordinates of the reference 
point Rj associated with the overtaken vehicle in frame Fxy 
are  
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(4) 
 
   where 
 
                                   TnjtjRP LLp j 11                          
(5) 
 
Similarly, the homogeneous coordinates of the front 
reference point L associated with the overtaking vehicle in 
frame Fxy are   
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(6)                                                        
    
where 
                                     TL
P
Lp 102
2  .                          
(7) 
 
2) Nonholonomic constraints  
    If the rotation of the wheels with respect to their proper 
axes is ignored, the vehicle configuration can be described   
by four generalized coordinates  
 
                         4,,,  TiiPFPFi ii yxq  .                   
(8) 
 
    Differentiating (3), the components of the velocity of 
point Si with respect to the inertial frame Fxy and expressed 
in Fxy are 
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    In order to derive the nonholonomic constraints of the 
front virtual wheel, the velocity of point Si relative to frame 
Fxy is expressed in frame SixSiySi as follows 
 
  






















































































        
(10) 
 
where the terms indicated by (*) are irrelevant in the 
computation. Based on the assumption of rolling without 
lateral sliding, we have 0yS
S
i
i v , where yS
S
i
i v is the 
component of the velocity of point Si along the y axis of 
frame SixSiySi. From the second line of equality (10) and by 
using expressions (9) for
iS
F p , the nonholonomic 
constraint for the front virtual wheel can be written in the 
form 
 





 cos)cos()sin(0   .   
(11) 
 
     Likewise, using (2), the nonholonomic constraint 
imposed on the rear virtual wheel can be derived from the 
second line of the following   expression 
 















































































             
(12) 
 
    Taking into account the fact that the wheel cannot move 
in lateral direction ( 0yP
P
i
i v ), the nonholonomic constraint 
is derived from second line of (12) as follows 
 





yx  cossin0   .              
(13) 
 
    Combining equations (11) and (13), the vehicle 
nonholonomic  constraints  can  be  written in  the form 
 
                                          0)( ii qqC                         
(14) 
 
where Ci(qi) is a 2x4  full rank matrix of the form 
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(16)    
 
is the vector of generalized velocities. The constraint 
equation (14) can be converted into an affine driftless 
control system 
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(17)  
 
where the columns of the 4x2 matrix Di(qi) 
 































                             
(18) 
 
form a basis of the null space of Ci(qi). The control input 
 TixPPi ii v  ,  is a 2x1 vector of independent quasi-




i v  is the velocity of point Pi, (the mid-
point of the rear virtual wheel), and αi is the steering 
angular velocity of the front wheel. In this paper, the vehicle 
angular velocity (the front wheel steering angle α2, 
respectively) is considered as a control input instead of the 
steering angle velocity. From the third equation of (18), the 
front wheel steering angle can be expressed in terms of the 
vehicle angular velocity as follows 
 
























    Let us denote by  
 









yxz                  
(20)  
 
the posture of the overtaken vehicle in the inertial frame 
Fxy expressed in terms of the coordinates of reference point 
Rj. Differentiating (4) and using the first two equations of   
(18) for i=1, a kinematic model of the overtaken vehicle 
based on the j
th
 the reference point Rj , (j=1,2,3), can be 
written in the form 
                                       11 eR
F Az
j
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(22) 
  





  is the angular velocity of the overtaken vehicle. 
   Similarly, let us denote by  
 







F yxz                
(24) 
 
the posture of the overtaking vehicle in the inertial frame 
Fxy expressed in terms of the coordinates of reference point 
L.  Differentiating (6) and using the first two equations of 
(18) for i=2, a kinematic model of the overtaking vehicle 
based on the reference point L is obtained as follows 
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  is the angular velocity of the overtaking 
vehicle.  
C. Relative Kinematics 
A schematic plan view of an overtaking maneuver 































                       
 
 
                     Fig. 3.  Schematics of the overtaking maneuver 
 
The coordinate frames RjxRjyRj (j = 1,2,3) and LxLyL are 
defined to describe the relative inter-vehicle kinematics 
during the first phase of the overtaking maneuver. For this 
purpose, we define a error posture, (the coordinates and 
orientation of the frame LxLyL in the coordinate frame 
RjxRjyRj) , by the vector  
 































 Using (20) and (24), the posture error vector can be 
expressed as follows [41] 
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Differentiating (29) with respect to time and taking into 
account equations (21) and (25), after some work the inter-








































































































































i vv : , (i = 1, 2), are the longitudinal 
components of the linear velocities of points P1 and P2, 
respectively associated with the overtaken and overtaking 
vehicle, respectively. We note that based on the 
assumption of pure rolling without lateral sliding of the 
wheels, the nonholonomic constraints imply that  in (30) 
the components of the velocities of points P1 and P2 in 




i vv , (i = 1, 2). In the following, we consider 
an overtaking maneuver during rectilinear motion of the 
overtaken vehicle. In this case, the angular velocity of the 
overtaking vehicle ω1 = 0.  
Let us consider the following change of inputs in (30) 
 


































             
(31)  
 
where one easy verify that the transformation matrix is 
nonsingular when 02 L . Using (31), in case of rectilinear 
motion of the overtaken vehicle, the inter-vehicle 
kinematic equations (4) can be written in the form 
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(32) 
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In this paper, we consider autonomous overtaking 
maneuver without any information obtained from road 
infrastructure or communicated from the overtaken 
vehicle. The only information that the overtaking 
(automatic) vehicle can use for feedback control is the 
current relative position and orientation with respect to the 
overtaken vehicle given by (28), which are obtained from 
onboard sensors.  
For brevity, in the exposition which follows, we will 
derive in details the trajectory planning procedure with 
respect to the first phase of the overtaking maneuver (lane 
change maneuver). Similar relationships can be also 
derived for Phase 2 and Phase 3. The index 1 will be also 
omitted and we will denote the posture error 
 Tyx eeee 1111   by  Tyx eeee   
 
A. Trajectory Planning  
We consider in details the problem of generating smooth 
trajectories for point to point motion in terms of the 
posture errors (ex, ey) with respect to the moving reference 
frame R1xR1yR1, which is rigidly linked to the overtaken 
vehicle. Assuming rectilinear motion at constant velocity 
of the overtaken vehicle, we are interested in overtaking 
scenario for the first phase, when the overtaking vehicle 
starts the maneuver from an arbitrary initial position and 
orientation behind the overtaken vehicle with given 
(arbitrary) velocity. In the end of the first phase, the two 
vehicles have to be parallel and in the same time, the 
desired position of the overtaking vehicle behind the 
overtaken vehicle has to be shifted at distances 1tL  and 
1nL  in longitudinal and lateral direction, respectively, (Fig. 
3). These distances are determined from considerations of 
safety driving and sensor requirements (in particular, 1tL  
may be equal to zero). In addition, the relative inter-
vehicle velocity in longitudinal direction must be equal to 
a prescribed non-zero value.  For this end, we suppose that 
at time t0, the state variables satisfy 
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At time tf, we wish to attain the values 
 
  















                                                                                      
(34) 














             
 
where )( fRx tv  is the prescribed relative non-zero 
inter-vehicle velocity in xR1-direction at tf,, i.e., the 
overtaking vehicle has to start the second phase of the 
overtaking maneuver at prescribed velocity which is higher 
compared to the velocity of the overtaken vehicle. A 
specific feature of the trajectory planning procedure is that 






are equal of the current values  ))(,)(( 00 tete yx  at t = t0, 
and in such way, smooth transition between the adjacent 
phases is assured. The time tf, is determined from 
considerations of vehicle’s power and acceleration 
capabilities. However, from a practical point of view, the 
following conditions have to be satisfied: 
yyyxxx bteabtea  )(,)( 00 , where ax, bx, ay, and by 
are determined from considerations of safety driving, 
sensor requirements, and vehicle’s power and acceleration 
capabilities. In this paper, we consider cubic polynomials 
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(35) 
 
Differentiating (35) with respect to time, we obtain 
quadratic polynomials with respect to the derivatives  
























 .         
(36) 
 
Using (33), (34), (35) and (36), we obtain eight 
equations for the eight unknown coefficients aix and aiy, (i 
= 1,2,3,4). Similar expressions for the desired trajectories 
can be assigned for Phase 2 and Phase3.  
B. Problem Statement  
We assume that we are able to measure the posture 
coordinates   3 Tyx eeee   defined in (28), but the 
linear velocity v1x of the overtaken vehicle is unknown 
constant parameter.  
Given the inter-vehicle kinematics in error coordinates 
(32), the control objective for Phase 1 is to asymptotically 
regulate to zero the coordinates (ex, ey) of the reference 
point L of the overtaking vehicle with respect to the 
coordinate frame R1 (attached to the overtaken vehicle) in 
accordance with the desired trajectories (35) with respect 
to the error coordinates (ex, ey) with initial and final 
conditions given by (33)-(34).  Similar objectives can be 
formulated for Phase 2 and Phase 3, where the virtual 
reference points associated with the overtaken vehicle are 
R2 and R3, respectively.  
IV. ADAPTIVE CONTROL DESIGN 
In this paper, we consider the problem of controlling the 
motion of the overtaking vehicle during the overtaking 
maneuver, when the overtaken vehicle moves straight with 
constant velocity. Consider again in details the Phase 1 of 
the overtaking maneuver. We make the following change 
of coordinates 
  









                             
(37) 
 
where the posture error coordinates (ex, ey) are defined 




given by (35). 
The model (32) describing inter-vehicle kinematics in 
error coordinates is redefined in terms of the new 
coordinates (37) as follows  
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(38) 
 
The adaptive control design is based on a reduced-order 
system composed of the first two equations of (38) 
rewritten below for clarity of exposition 
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(39) 
 
Consider the system (39) and assume that the velocity of 
the overtaken vehicle 01  ctev x  is unknown constant 
parameter. The control problem consists in finding an 
adaptive feedback control law for the system (39) with 
inputs (u1, u2) such that 
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(40) 
 
Consider the control 
 




















where kx and ky are positive gains, and xv1̂  is the 
estimate of the overtaken vehicle velocity. We chose the 
following Lyapunov function candidate 
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(43) 
 
is the parameter error, and γv  = cte > 0 is the adaptation 
gain. Using (39), (41) and (43), the derivative of V is 
obtained in the form 
 









 .              
(44) 
 
Choosing the update law as 
  
                                    evx xv 1̂
                               
(45) 
 
we get for the derivative of V 
 
                           022  eyex ykxkV 
 .                         
(46) 
   
The resulting closed-loop adaptive system becomes 
  

















.                        
(47) 
 
 Proposition 1:  Assume that the linear velocity of the 
overtaken vehicle is bounded unknown constant parameter 
01  ctev x and also that 02 L  . If the control law given 
by (41) is applied to (39), where the velocity estimate  xv1̂  
is obtained from the parameter update law (45), the origin 
  0~,, 1 
T
xeeZ vyxo  of the closed-loop system (47) is 
asymptotically stable.  
Proof.  The system (47) has an equilibrium point at the 
origin. The function (42) is continuously differentiable and 
positive definite, and its derivative (46) along the 
trajectories of the system is negative semi-definite. From 
(46), it follows that (42) is non-increasing, ( )0()( VtV  ), 
and this in turn implies that xe(t), ye(t) and )(
~
1 tv x are 
uniformly bounded with respect to the initial conditions.  
To characterize the set  0)(|3  zVoS Z  , 
note that 
 
                   00)(  exzV
  and 0ey .                 
(48) 
 
Hence  0;0|3  eeZ yxoS . To 
prove asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point oZ = 0, 
we use the LaSalle invariance principle [42].  Suppose that 
oZ(t) is a trajectory that belongs identically to S. From 
(46), we have 
  


















  .                 
(49) 
 
Therefore, the only solution that can stay in S is the 
trivial solution oz(t) = 0 and the origin is asymptotically 
stable.     □  
Since the dynamics of  eθ was not taken into account in 
the feedback control design, the next step in the stability 
analysis is to establish that eθ is bounded in the interval [t0, 
tf]. From (38), using the control (41), the third equation for 
eθ takes the form of a perturbed system 
 
                               ),()(  etgefe                      
(50) 
 
where the nominal system is given by 
 





1 ,                 
(51) 
 




















.        
(52) 
 
Since xe(t), ye(t) and )(
~
1 tv x are uniformly bounded, 
(sin(eθ) and cos(eθ) are bounded functions), and the 
polynomial functions (36) are bounded within the interval 
[t0, tf], it follows that 
 
                                     ),( etg                           
(53) 
 
in the domain of interest, (λ is a positive constant).  
The point eθ = 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium 
point for the nominal system (51), which can be easy 
proved by using, for example, the Lyapunov function 
eW cos1 . Therefore, eθ is bounded and 0)( te  as 
t . If eθn(t) and eθp(t)  are the solutions of the nominal 
  
and perturbed systems (51) and (50), respectively, using 
the Gronwall-Bellman inequality [42], we have on the 
compact time interval [t0, tf] 
 












     
(54) 
 
where l is a Lipschitz constant for the nominal system 
(51). Hence, )(te p  is bounded on the time interval [t0, tf].    
□ 
The designed control law (41)-(45) constitutes the upper 
level controller of the overtaking vehicle and provides  
reference signals to the lower level controller for the 
steering and velocity dynamics, which have to be tracked. 
As mentioned above, at the end of the first time period, the 
guidance program switches automatically from Phase 1 to 
Phase 2. The same approach can be used to derive 
feedback controllers for the overtaking vehicle for Phase 2 
and Phase 3. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller, 
several simulations are carried out in order to evaluate the 
inter-vehicle behavior and tracking accuracy during the 
three-phase overtaking maneuver. In the simulation using 
MATLAB, a planar bicycle 2DOFs vehicle model is used. 
The speed of the overtaken vehicle during the three phases 
of the maneuver is constant and set to be v1x = 4m/s. The 
duration  of  every  phase of  the  maneuver is chosen   to   
be tint = 5s. The coordinates of the reference frames 
RjxRjyRj, (j = 1,2,3) with respect to the coordinate frame 
P1xP1yP1 attached to the mid-point of the rear vehicle axle 
of the overtaken vehicle for every phase of the three-phase 
overtaking maneuver is provided in Table I.  
 
 
The longitudinal vehicle base of the overtaking vehicle 
was chosen to be l2 = 2m. The initial position and 
orientation of the overtaking vehicle in the inertial frame 
Fxy are 
F
xP2(0) = 0; 
F
yP2(0) = 0; θ2(0) = 0. The initial 
position and orientation of the overtaken vehicle in Fxy are 
F
xP1(8) = 0; 
F
yP1(0) = 0; θ1(0) = 0. The desired inter-
vehicle distance in the beginning of the maneuver is set to 
be 6m.  
In the first simulation, from Fig. 4, we can see the planar 
path drown by the vehicle guide points P2 and P1 of the 
overtaking and overtaken vehicle, respectively. 
 
 












Fig. 4.  Planar path drown by the vehicle guide points (the mid-points 
of the rear vehicle axles):  point P2 (blue line) and point point P1 (red 
line). 
 
From Fig. 5, the evolution in time of the error 
coordinates xe(t), ye(t) is shown. 
 




























Fig. 5.  Time history of the error coordinates xe(t)and ye(t).  
 
The evolution in time of the error coordinate eθ(t) is 
presented in Fig. 6. 
 





















 Fig. 6.  Time history of the error coordinate eθ(t).  
 
As seen from Fig. 6, the relative orientation eθ(t) 
between the two vehicles remains bound during the three 
phases of the overtaking maneuver, which is consistent 
with the theoretical results in Section IV.  
The evolution in time of the reference trajectory 
))(,)(( tete dy
d
x  is given in Fig.7.  
 
TABLE I 
COORDINATES OF THE REFERENCE FRAMES RIXRIYRI ,(I = 1,2,3), IN THE 
OVERTAKEN VEHICLE FRAME  P1XP1YP1  
Phase Reference Frame Coordinates 
   1           R1xR1yR1     Lt1 = -1m;    Ln1 = 3m 
   2           R2xR2yR2     Lt2 = 8m;     Ln2 = 3m
 
   3            R3xR3yR3     Lt3 = 12m;   Ln3 = 0m 
 
  


























         Fig. 7.  Time history of the inter-vehicle distance P1L  
 
The evolution in time of the front-wheel steering angle 
α2 of the overtaking vehicle is given in Fig.8.  
 

















Fig. 8.  Time history of the front-wheel steering angle of the 
overtaking vehicle 
 
The evolution in time of the inter-vehicle distance P1L is 
given in Fig.9.  
 
























         Fig. 9.  Time history of the inter-vehicle distance P1L 
 
The results of the simulation confirm the validity of the 
proposed controller. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a nonlinear adaptive controller for two-
vehicle automated overtaking maneuvers has been 
presented. We consider the problem of a three-phase 
overtaking without the use of information obtained from 
road infrastructure or inter-vehicle communication. 
Applying standard robotic nomenclature for translational 
and rotational displacements and velocities, a general 
kinematic model of the vehicles during the overtaking 
maneuver and the relative inter-vehicle kinematics has 
been developed. Reference trajectories for every phase 
using 3
rd
 order polynomial interpolation method have been 
generated in real-time and consecutively tracked. The 
developed feedback controller requires information only 
for the current relative inter-vehicle position and 
orientation. The unknown velocity of the overtaken vehicle 
has been estimated using adaptive update law. Simulation 
results illustrate the performance of the proposed 
controller. An autonomous overtaking control system may 
constitute a backup system for the infrastructure-based 
control system when the letter is malfunctioning or due to 
the failure the inter-vehicle communication.  
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